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Continuous violations of labor rights and anti-union measures at
vegetable producer "Biosabor"

Despite ongoing negotiations between the
management of the vegetable producer Bio-
sabor SAT (locate in Ctra. San José, Km 2 -
San Isidro de Níjar 04117 Níjar, Spain) and
the agricultural labour union SOC-SAT, as
well as external mediation talks, violations of
the applicable labour law under the binding
collective agreement continue to be recorded
in the fincas of the company. The workers,
who have been in conflict with its manage-
ment since 2017, are suffering from increa-
sing reprisals because of their unionisation.

Infringements of the collective labour
agreement in the Biosabor Group fincas

Overtime and bonuses for work on
Sundays and public holidays are

usually not listed on pay slips or are not le-
gally paid. An official mechanism for monito-
ring the hours worked and paid is not
available to workers.

The company refuses to pay the indivi-
dual travel allowance (Art. 31, “Plus

de distancia”) of 0.19 €/km. Instead, a lump
sum of 20€ per month is paid in order to
avoid a thorough examination of the wage
payments by the Labour Inspectorate (“In-
spección de Trabajo”).

Despite individual permanent contracts
that have been achieved through conti-

nuous pressure from the union, disregard for
the legally required conversion of tempo-
rary contracts into permanent jobs after
more than two seasons of work is still the ru-
le.

In addition, workers complain about
shortcomings in safety measures

during the spraying of fertilisers and pestici-

des. Since sulphur is regularly sprayed only
with gloves but without masks and protective
clothing, workers have suffered health pro-
blems in the past.

Chronology of the conflict - escalation
in the subcontractors Biobelmonte and
Consabor

As early as March 2018, a group of workers
– employed by subcontractors Biobelmonte
SL (Ctra. San José, Km 2 - San Isidro de
Níjar 04117 Níjar, Spain) and Consabor SL
(Cr. San Isidro A Campohermoso K - San
Isidro de Níjar 04117, Spain) - formed to de-
fend themselves against labour law violati-
ons. In spite of a complaint to the Labour
Inspectorate on 18 April and a mediation
meeting before the local dispute settlement
centre (CEMAC), it was not until September
that the continuous pressure from the trade
union yielded the first small changes.
From the group of approximately 40 organi-
sed workers, employees of the Finca Biobel-
monte have received permanent contracts.
However, Consabor continues to deprive its
workers of these rights. The workers of both
fincas are employed by the companies for
terms between three and eight years; a con-
version of the employment contract is alrea-
dy obligatory after the second year.

Harassment of unionized workers

Despite the new framework conditions, wor-
king conditions at Biobelmonte have not im-
proved. Six unionised workers were not
reinstated for the season that started in early
September and leading union representative
Mohammed Kounti has suffered reprisals
since the beginning of the labour dispute.
Since August, the company has paid him
only €768 per month. In the previous
months, his salary was still about 200€
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more. This is justified by the fact that the sa-
lary for the entire season is now distributed
evenly over 12 months of the year instead of
paying out the salary according to the hours
worked each month, as has been the case
so far. Kounti, unlike other workers, is denied
the right to work extra hours to raise his
wages above the precarious minimum level.
The management is trying to force him to gi-
ve in or terminate his employment through fi-
nancial dependency. With the current salary
it is not possible for him to provide sufficient-
ly for his family.

Changes in working hours: Collective
Penalties for the Workforce

At the end of September, the staff of the fin-
ca Biobelmonte began to take the break of
20 minutes after four hours of work, which
they were entitled to under the collective
agreement (Art. 18, “Descanso diario”). Due
to increased complaints and pressure from
the union, the Labour Inspectorate visited
the plant at the beginning of October. Ins-
tead of responding to the demands of the
unionised workers, all employees were sub-
jected to the same reprisals as Mohammed
Kounti, with fatal consequences for union
commitment.
In addition, the company has shortened the
working day. The workers are employed for
3.5 hours in the morning, then sent home
and called again for a 3.5 hour shift in the af-
ternoon. In this way, the company avoids the
4 hours of uninterrupted work in order to de-
prive the workers of their due break. This
measure results in a double work journey,
which would also have to be remunerated
accordingly. The employees of the finca co-
ver an average distance of 30 km per day.
Thus they would be entitled to an average
travel expense reimbursement of 114€ for
20 days of work per month according to the
collective agreement. Instead, as with all
companies integrated into the Biosabor
Group, a lump sum of 20€ per month is paid.

Conscious exploitation of the gaps in
the collective agreement

In a mediation meeting between representa-
tives of the union and the company at the
end of September a lawyer of Biobelmonte
confirmed the accusations described. Ho-
wever, the allegations were merely a delibe-
rate exploitation of loopholes in the collective
agreement and not reprisals resulting from
union organising. It must be emphasised:
The employees and the union still do not de-
mand any extraordinary payments, wage in-
creases, etc., only compliance with the
collective agreement in force on all the abo-
ve points.

Should the management continue its policy
of repression and depriving its employees of
their rights, the workers are determined to
keep up the pressure and will consider fur-
ther means of labour conflict. They want to
make clear they are not asking for extraordi-
nary payments, wage increases or benefits.
They merely call on the management to
comply with all the legal norms of the binding
collective agreement:

- Due remuneration of extra and weekend
hours
- Paying the exact travel allowance
- The conversion of temporary into
permanent contracts
- Appropriate work safety measures and
protective clothing
- Readjusting the work hours and granting
the required 20 minute break
- Discontinuing the harrassment and
discrimination of unionised workers
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